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Abstract: This talk addresses the risk management problem faced by regulated load serving entities and marketers undertaking fixed price default service contracts, who must provide load following service at fixed regulated or contracted prices while purchasing electricity at volatile wholesale prices. The risk exposure of such entities is magnified by the inherent positive correlation between price and demand which results, under traditional fixed quantity forward contracts, in short positions when prices are high and long positions when prices are low. We developed a profit hedging strategy, using electricity standard derivatives such as forwards, calls, and puts. The hedging portfolio is selected so as to maximize an expected risk averse utility function under self financing constraints. Our analysis shows that volumetric risk can be significantly reduced by using a static hedging portfolio consisting of price-based instruments. We also explore the optimal procurement time of a static hedging portfolio under stylized price dynamics and show that the hedge performance is insensitive to contract timing up to a critical time after which the hedge performance deteriorates sharply. We also discuss an approximation method for VaR constraint optimal portfolio as an alternative criterion for a hedging strategy. (Based on joint work with Yumi Oum and Shijie Deng.)
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